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ABSTRACT

The First Milestone Configuration (FMC) of the proposed Space Station Freedom
is considered for investigating the dynamics and control aspects of a space based orbiting flexible structure. The system dynamics is governed by an extremely lengthy
(even in the matrix form), highly nonlinear, nonautonomous and coupled set of equations amenable only to a numerical solution. Two distinctly different discretization
procedures, using the system modes and the component modes, are applied to the
design as well as the Lagrange orientations of the FMC. The system is found to be
inherently unstable suggesting the need for control. To this end two control techniques are employed: the classical Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is applied to
the linearized set of governing equations of motion; and the Feedback Linearisation
Technique (FLT) for the complete nonlinear set. The amount of information obtained
through a planned parametric study of the system dynamics and control is indeed
enormous.The results clearly show that under critical combinations of parameters the
system can become unstable . However, both the LQR and FLT procedures, together
with the on board Control Momentum Gyros (CMG's), can restore the system to the
equilibrium state. To gain better insight into the physics of the system behaviour,
the uncontrolled as well as the controlled responses of the FMC are animated on an
IRIS graphics workstation. The thesis ends with a few recommendations for future
study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Preliminary Remarks
"Space", as Gene Rodenberry, the creator of famous teleserial Startrek once
aptly said, "is the final frontier for mankind's advancement and continues to be so
in our times". Beginning with the launch of the first satellite Sputnik in 1957, the
exploration of space has continued unabated, with ever increasing tempo, as the
demand on spacecraft capabilities in terms of telecommunications, weather forcasting
and remote sensing have increased .
With the passage of time, spacecraft , have tended to become larger in size and
complex in design. On the other hand, man made space structures, no matter how
complex they may be , are still subservient to an all-embracing elegance and simplicity of Newtonian and Keplerian mechanics. The rigid and simple structures of
yesteryears, have evolved from their rigid pupal stage into breathtakingly beautiful
butterflies of today, that are necessarily large and flexible. The following two examples
of contemporary spacecraft illustrate this point:
(i) The European Space Agency's L—SAT (Large SATellite system, Olympus,
Figure 1-1 ), launched in 1989, represents a new generation of communications
satellite. It has two solar panels, each 25 m in length, connected to a central
body.
(ii) The U.S. led Space Station Freedom, scheduled to be completed around 1998,
will have a main truss of 155 m in length*. Equipment attached to the truss
includes habitat, command and laboratory modules, power generation equipment and system control assembly, stinger and resistojet, photovoltaic (PV)
* The configuration has been revised recently.
1

Figure 1-1^The European Space Agency's LSAT (Olympus) launched in 1989.

2

arrays, PV array and station radiators, etc.(Figure 1-2 ). Of course such a
gigantic structure cannot be carried in it's entirety to the operational altitude
of around 500 km, but will have to be constructed, through around seventeen
flights of the Space Shuttle. Thus here we have a space platform , that will
be evolving with it's inertia, flexibility , damping and other characteristics
changing with time. NASA has identified four milestone configurations as
shown in Figure 1-3 .

1.2 A Brief Review of the Relevant Literature
Over the past thirty years, the amount of literature accumulated on the subject
of spacecraft dynamics is literally enormous. It can be classified into four broad categories: formulation; dynamics and control; environmental effects; and experimental
validation.
Hughes [1] derived the equations of motion for a chain of flexible bodies with
terminal members rigid. The Newton-Euler approach was used, and the resulting
equations were linear in the angular rates as well as elastic deformations. The equations were tailor made for control system design.
Using the Lagrangian procedure, Modi and Ibrahim [2] presented the general
equations of motion for studying librational and vibrational dynamics of a large class
of spacecraft with deployable flexible members. The equations accounted for the
gravitational effects, shifting center of mass, changing rigid body inertia, appendage
offset and transverse oscillation. Appendages with variable mass density, flexural
rigidity, and cross-sectional area along its length can also be accommodated.
The literature on spacecraft control is primarily concerned with two aspects: attitude control and vibration control. Balas [3] as well as Meirovitch and Oz [4] have
3

4,

Figure 1 2^A schematic diagram of the the proposed Space Station Freedom as of 1988. It is
-

characterised by a truss extending to 155m with 66m long solar panels (tip to tip),
essentially rigid modules at the center, and a mobile flexible manipulator.

Figure 1 3^The four milestone configurations of the evolving space station Freedom.
-

provided overviews of the vibration control problems. A few studies aimed at control
algorithms for flexible spacecraft are briefly touched upon here.

A

Flexible spacecraft, being a distributed parameter system, needs to be discretized

to study the associated dynamics and its control. A continuos system can be transformed into the modal-space using modal functions for discretization. Meirovitch and

Oz [5] have found that the control as applied to the transformed system (modal-space
control) is more efficient than that executed on the discrete system ("actual space"
control). Subsequent contributions by the authors [6-8] study application of the
modal-space control to different spacecraft configurations.
Wie and Bryson [9] modeled flexible space structures using single-input singleoutput transcendental transfer functions. The models were simple enoughtfor poles
and zeroes to be determined analytically. The results were then used in the preliminary controller design. Wie [10] applied this approach to Control Of Flexible
Structures (COFS—I) mast flight system . Chu et al. [11] employed the same idea
in modeling and designing the Space Station attitude controller. Using multi-input
multi-output transfer functions and numerical algorithms, Kida et al. [12] designed
the controller for flexible spacecraft with constrained and unconstrained modes.
Goh and Caughey [13] have explored the idea of stiffness modification in vibration
suppression of flexible structures. The control scheme guaranteed global stability by
virtue of the positive definite rate of energy decay. The implementation required not
the conventional actuators but rather transducers which converted strain into control
signals and then into electronic damping. This was considered to be a favourable
feature.
Modi and Brereton [14] studied the planar librational stability of a slender flexible satellite under the influence of solar heating.Modi and Ng [15] gave a general

6

formulation for the dynamical simulation of a large class of spacecrafts with attached
flexible appendages using the component mode approach. Modi and Suleman [16]
also gave a general formulation for the dynamics and control study of a large class of
flexible spacecrafts using the system mode discretization. The present study employs
the formulations as given by Modi and Ng, and Modi and Suleman to investigate
the dynamics and control of the First Milestone Configuration (FMC) of the evolving
space station Freedom.

1.3 Scope of the Present Investigation
In the present study the emphasis is on the applicability of the above mentioned
formulations [15,16] to explore complex dynamics and control of large space structures. The focus is on the use of relatively simple mathematical models to gain better
physical understanding of interactions between librational dynamics and flexibility.
Of course, the final objective is to develop suitable control strategies that would lead
to an acceptable system performance. The thesis can be divided into four parts: formulation of the problem; dynamical study; control implementation ; and animation.
The problem formulation begins with the study of kinematics of a spacecraft
comprised of interconnected flexible bodies. The discretization of elastic deflection
follows, leading to the expressions for kinetic and potential energies. Using the Lagrangian procedure, equations of motion, applicable to First Milestone Configuration
(FMC), are obtained.
Next the attention is directed towards dynamics of the FMC. During integration
of the proposed space station, the evolving structure can present a variety of possible
orientations each offering some attractive features. Several of these orientations are
shown in Figure 1-4 . Stability is likely to be one of the major considerations in
selecting an orientation during assembly.The present study focuses on two important
7

orientations of contemporary interest:
(i) the design orientation as suggested by NASA (Figure 1-5 );
(ii) the more stable Lagrange configuration (Figure 1-6 ). Here the minimum moment
of inertia axis is aligned with the local vertical and the maximum moment of
inertia axis lies along the orbit normal.
Note, that for the design orientation the main truss is along the orbit normal.
Table 1-1 summarizes geometric, stiffness and inertia properties of the FMC with
respect to the local body fixed frames. It, may be noted that for the Lagrange
orientation the axis of minimum moment inertia is along the local vertical and the
axis of maximum moment of inertia is along the orbit normal. The solar panels are
in the plane of the orbit. The objective here is to study complex interactions between
librational and vibrational dynamics, flexibility and initial disturbances. The amount
of information obtained is literally enormous; however, for brevity, only some typical
results useful in establishing trends are presented here.Results suggest that the design
orientation is inherently unstable while the Lagrange orientation can become unstable
under critical combination of parameters and initial conditions.
The next logical step is to develop control strategies, applicable to such a formidable
class of problems in general and the FMC in particular. To achieve this, both linear and nonlinear control strategies are explored. The time-tested Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQG) is chosen for its simplicity and hence ease of implementation. On
the other hand, the Feedback Linearization Technique (FLT) represents the latest
development in the field and accounts for the complete nonlinear dynamics.
Towards the end the issue related to the visualisation of the free and controlled responses of the FMC, for better appreciation of the physics of the system, is addressed.
The VERTIGO animation software is employed to render, in three dimensions, ani-
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Though unstable, NASA's choice of the design orientation is primarily governed by the power
production through the photovoltaic conversion

mated librational response of the rigid FMC.
The concluding chapter summarizes more important results and presents recommendations for future studies. An overview of the thesis layout is presented in
Figure 1-7 .
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Table 1-1^Properties of the FMC. Here: B c , central body, main mast; B1, stinger;
B2, panel radiator; B3, B4, solar panels. Moments of Inertia are with reference

to the local body frames.
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Figure 1-5^Schematic of the design orientation in orbit.
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Figure 1 6^Schematic of the Lagrange orientation in orbit.Note, the alignment
of the axes of the maximum and the minimum moment of inertias.
-

13

Figure 1 7^A schematic diagram showing the aspects studied in the thesis.
-

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
2.1 Preliminary Remarks
The Newton-Euler method and the Lagrangian approach are commonly used in
the dynamical formulation of multibody systems. The Newton-Euler method is based
on the principle of angular momentum whereas the Lagrangian approach relies on the
system energy. In the present case, the governing equations of motion are expected
to be highly nonlinear, nonautonomous, and coupled; hence, a closed-form solution is
not expected to exist. Furthermore, in general, the center of mass is not stationary
and geometric nonlinearity effects can be significant. The Lagrangian procedure is
therefore selected to assure accuracy of the governing equations.
This chapter is divided into three sections: kinematics, kinetics, and the Lagrangian formulation. The kinematics begins with a discussion of the system geometry and reference coordinate systems used to identify the deformed configuration.
The spatial orientation of the system as described by a set of orbital elements and
modified Eulerian rotations is presented next. Finally, the shift in the center of mass
due to deformations, and the associated rotation matrices, are discussed. The kinetics of the problem deals with evaluation of the kinetic and potential energies and
the governing equations of motion obtained through the Lagrangian approach. The
Lagarangian method for obtaining the equations of motion is outlined.

2.2 Kinematics of the Problem
2.2.1 First Milestone Configuration (FMC)
The FMC consists of a central truss with solar panels ,stinger and radiator con15

nected as appendages. The system model selected for this study consists of flexible
bodies interconnected to form a branched geometry: central body B, is connected to
bodies Bi (B i , , B4). as shown in Figure 2-1 . When applied to the First Milestone Configuration of the proposed space station Freedom, the central body B, may
simulate the main truss with the modules, power generation equipment and system
control assembly treated as lumped masses. The stinger, PV arrays and radiators are
represented by bodies Bi (i=1,2,3,4).
2.2.2 Coordinate system

Consider the FMC model in Figure 2-2 . Attached to each member of the model
is a body coordinate system helpful in defining relative motion between the members.Therefore there are four coordinate systems attached to the appendages. The
centres of mass of the undeformed and deformed configurations of the system are
located at Ci and Cf, respectively (Figure 2-3 ). Let XO ,YO ,ZQ be the inertial coordinate system located at the earth's centre. Thus reference frame F, is attached
to body B, at an arbitrary point O. Frame Fi with origin at 0i, is attached to
,

body Bi at the joint between body Bi and B o . In addition, for defining attitude and
solar radiation incidence angles, a reference frame is located at Cf such that the axes
XP , Yp , and Zr are parallel to X,, Ye , and Z,, respectively. Note, an arbitrary mass

element dmi on body Bi can be reached through a direct path from 0, via Oi (Figure 2-3). 0,, in turn, is located with respect to the instantaneous center of mass Cf
and the inertial reference frame, Fo . Thus motion of dmi caused by librational and
vibrational motions of B, and Bi can be expressed in terms of the inertial coordinate
system. The relative position of Oi with respect to 0, is denoted by the vector di .
The location of the elemental mass of the central body, dm,, relative to 0, is
defined by a series of vectors. p c indicates the undeformed position of the element.
16

Figure 2 - 1^The main truss and the appendages constitute a branched geometry
with one bifurcation.
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Figure 2 2^A schematic diagram of the First Milestone Configuration showing
the interconnected flexible members and the reference coordinate
systems.
-
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Figure 2 3^Schematic diagram of the FMC showing the instantaneous center of
-

mass and direct path to a mass element with respect to the inertial
frame F0.
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The transverse vibration of the element, S c , shifts the element to the final position.
Similarly, pi and Si define the location of the elemental mass dmi, in body Bi, relative
,

to frame
Orientation of the coordinate axes Xi,Yi,Zi relative to X,,Y,,Z, is defined by the
matrices Cf. It should be noted that the transverse vibration of 13, and Bi result in
the time-varying characteristics of Cf .

2.2.3 Position of spacecraft in space
Consider the First Milestone Configuration, with its instantaneous centre of mass
at Cf negotiating an arbitrary trajectory about the centre of force coinciding with
the homogeneous, spherical earth's centre. As the FMC has finite dimensions, i.e.
it has mass as well as inertia, in addition to negotiating the trajectory, it is free to
undergo librational motion about its center of mass. Let X,, Y,, Z, represent moving
coordinates along the orbit normal, local vertical, and local horizontal, respectively
(Figure 2-4 ). Any spatial orientation of Xp ,Yp ,Zp with respect to X„,Y,,Z, can
be described by three modified Eulerian rotations in the following sequence: a pitch
motion, V), about the X 3 -axis giving rise to the first set of intermediate axes X 1 ,Y1 ,Z1 ;
a roll motion about the Z 1 -axis generating the intermediate axes X2,Y2,Z2; and
finally, a yaw motion, A, about the Y2 -axis yielding Xp ,Yp ,Zp . It can be shown that
the librational velocity vector, (1,, is given by,

= sin A + (e ij)) cos cos Ai ip — (é + /,b) sin 0]:jp
cos A +(B+ 1k) cos q5 sin ALic p ,^

where B represents the orbital rate of the spacecraft.
20

(2.1)

Figure 2-4^Modified Eulerian rotations V), 0, and A defining an arbitrary spatial
orientation of spacecraft.
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2.2.4 Shift in the center of mass
The centre of mass of the First Milestone Configuration is the reference point to
describe the spacecraft's librational and orbital motions. For a rigid system, where the
centre of mass remains stationary with respect to a body fixed axis, can be determined
easily; however, this is no longer true for a flexible system. The general expression
describing a shift in the centre of mass due to elastic deformations is derived below.
Consider the spacecraft in Figure 2-3. Here, C i and Cf represent the centres of
mass of the undeformed and deformed configurations of the system, respectively. The
vector which denotes the position of Cf relative to C i , represents the shift in
the instantaneous centre of mass of the spacecraft due to its deformation. This vector
will be necessary in evaluation of the kinetic and potential energies of the system.
With reference to Xp ,Yp ,Zp axes, the vectors from the center of the earth to mass
elements dm e and dmi, as represented by fi c and

lei , respectively, can be written as:

•Rc = Rcm — ^+ Pc + Sc ;
Ri =^— C —^+ CT (Pi + Si) ; •

(2.2)

Taking moment about the centre of force gives

R,m^dm, + ELI kidmill
M me^i=1^771i
{

f

,

(2. 3)

where M is the mass of the spacecraft. Substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.3) yields

C = 1 fl {P, 6,1 dm,
mc

+E{ fmmi {C11 + { Pi + Ed} dmi
where:
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(2.4)

^

d cm

= dim + Cf!s m ;

= position vector of Ci, the centre of mass of the undeformed
spacecraft, relative to Oc;

Cm = position vector of Cf relative to C i ;
N = number of Bi bodies;

M = total mass of the spacecraft,^E [mi] .
i=1

Since

C'Crri ={if Pc dmc E [{7nipc(00 +

f

Ci Pi &nil]5

f

C; Si &nil] ,^(2.5b)

mi
c^
m^
i=1^

Cim can be simplified as

^=

(CCf,

, L^m
— {1^dm ^

[fmisc(oi) +

^mc^i=1^mi

,^(2. a)

where Sk(Ol) (k = c,i; / = i ) represents Sk, evaluated at the coordinates of On and
U is the unit matrix. Equation (2.4) is the general expression valid for both rigid as
well as flexible systems; however, for a rigid system, Eq. (2.5a) is adequate.

2.3 Elastic Deformations

2.3.1 Background
Evaluation of the kinetic and potential energies requires expressions for the system
deformation. For a multibody system, two distinct approaches have been popular to
estimate elastic deformations: the Finite Element Method (FEM); and Substructure
Synthesis Method (SSM). In the FEM, the system is first subdivided into finite elements with degrees of freedom at the nodes. Using the local degrees of freedom as
generalized coordinates, the mass and stiffness matrices of the element can be de23

rived readily. Applying the boundary conditions for the system and compatibility
requirements between adjacent elements, the system mass and stiffness matrices can
be assembled from the corresponding matrices of the elements. The system modes
can then be evaluated numerically using finite element subroutines.
In the SSM, the system's flexural motion is represented in terms of the components' dynamics. The first step is to obtain the series of admissible functions, by
solving the eigenvalue problem for each component, representing its elastic deformation. These functions are referred to as "component modes" by Hurty [17], who
pioneered the SSM approach. It should be pointed out that the FEM can be used
in deriving the component modes. The objective here is to transform the state-space
form of the system's equations of motion into the balanced form such that the controllability and observability grammians are equal and diagonal. Generalized coordinates
which have small diagonal elements are least controllable or observable; hence, they
are often discarded.

2.3.2 Transverse vibrations
The transverse vibration of the substructures can be obtained by the SSM. However, convergence of any set of admissible functions to the actual solution is guaranteed by Rayleigh-Ritz procedure provided the admissible functions satisfy the kinematic boundary conditions and form a complete set. With this in mind, the vibrational displacements of beam-type elements are represented in terms of modes of the
Euler-Bernoulli beams. For body B c , the admissible functions used are similar to
those of a free-free beam [18],

4

O r (x) = cosh(Pr x ) cos(f3r — -yr [sinh(Or sin(/3' )] ,
r = 1, 2, . . .^(2.6)
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where Or is the solution of the equation
cosh(13r) cos(/3T) — 1 = 0 ,
and -yr is given by
T = sin(3r) + sinh(f3r)

-Y

— cos(Or) + cosh(3r) •

For Bi cantilevered modes are selected,
Or(x) = cosh(f3r ) — cos(fr• ) — yT {sinh(f3r ) — sin(Or-T-d] ,
lb^lb^lb^
r = 1, 2, ...^(2.7)
where ,fir is the solution of the equation
cosh( IF) cos(f3r) + 1 = 0 ,
and -yr is given by

,y ,

_

sin(OT) — sinh(8r)
cos(f3r) — cosh(f3r) •

Using Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), the transverse vibrations of a beam-type substructure in
its reference Y and Z directions, v b and w b , respectively, can be written as:
n

vb

= E pr(07,b7(x) ;
r=1

wb

n

= E Qr(t)or(x) ;

(2.8)

r=i

where Pr (t) and QT (t) are the generalized coordinates associated with vibrations in
the Y and Z directions, respectively; and Or(x) are the corresponding admissible
functions.

2.4 Kinetics
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^=

2.4.1 Rotation matrices
Matrix^denotes the orientation of the frame Fi relative to the frame
rotation sequences are needed to determine C?: the first one,

Cr,

Fe . Two

defines the rigid

body orientation of with respect to F e whereas the second one, C jc 'f , defines the
rotation of frame Fi relative to Fe due to elastic deformations of the body

Bc .

modified Eulerian rotation of the following sequence is selected: a rotation 0;

about

c

A

0; c about Ye -axis, and finally 0; c about Z e -axis, i.e.,

Xe -axis, followed by

CF' r =

cos 0; c
sin Orzc
0

— sin Orzc
cos 0:c
0

cos 0; c
0
— sin Or

0
1

0
1
0

sin Bye^c
0
cos ByYc_
e

1^0^0
0 cos 0; c — sin 0; c
0 sin 0; c^cos 0; c

cos[

cos^cos 0; c sin 0; c sin 0; c cos 0; c — cos 0; c sin 0; c
0; c sin 0; c sin 9 sin B ye
^0; c + cos 0; c cos 0; c
yc
— sin 0;c^ sin 0; c cos 0; c
cos 9 sin 0; c cos 0; c + sin 0; c sin Orzc
cos Or
sin Or sin V — sin O cos Orzc^•
xc^ye^xc^
cos 0; c cos 0; c

(2.9a)

Similarly,
cos etc cos 01c

Cic, f =

0f
— sin By

cos 0‘c sin
[

01.c sin 0 z-fc
sin 0-1 c sin of sin 61c + cos 0‘ c cos 01c
sin 0.1 c cos 0‘c
sin 0 l- e sin By cos 01c — cos

cos 9 sin

Oifc cos 0ifc + sin 01c sin 0-zfc

cos 0 1- c sin 0t.c sin 0-zfc — sin
cos Otc cos

01, cos 0ifc

(2.9b)

0‘,

Now

cf = c ie' f x c ic'r.

The choice of the rotation sequence is somewhat arbitrary because the multiplication
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of rotation matrices is commutative for small rotations; however, as pointed out by
Hughes [19], the concern is the location of the singularity. For the sequence selected,
the singularity is located at 9 ry

=

7r/2 or O yfc = 7r/2. Of c , O‘c , and 0ife are functions of

the elastic deformations of Be . Consider the FMC model , with a beam type central
body attached to another body at coordinates (4 c , dyc , dzc ). Initially, in absence of
any deformations:

0

it
;,

e yr c

2

'

=0;

0: c = 0 .^

(2.10a)

With the inclusion of elastic deformations, O zfc , 0 ‘- c , and Oirc can be evaluated using:

Of
= 2•,
me^

Qrc(0 d0;^c4c
cos Of ;
O yc^
f
lc dx c izc=dz e
^—

E

—

T =1

9 f
zc

=^Rcr t )
T =1

d'tk c

.

lcizc=cizc^
c dx

(2.10b)

cos^.

2.4.2 Kinetic energy

The kinetic energy, T, of the spacecraft is given by

T=

where

{I ^kc dmc^

2 me

[f lei^

i.1 mi

dmil ,

R c , R i , are obtained by differentiating Eq. (2.2) with respect to time:
f^•
— C
— C
+^
cm
c +co
= Rc m^
cm^
—

x^—

ki .k cni — ac fm —6i cm +4i+cfCso+df(si)
+w x Holm _ oLi +
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+ Cf(pi Si)] ;

+ +Se] ;

( 2.11)

x^— Cl n.„ + di] .^

(2.12)

Substituting Eq. (2.12) into Eq. (2.11), the kinetic energy expression can be written
in the form

T = Tor b + Ton+ Th Tjr + Tv + Thjr + Th,t, + Tjr,v
1 _T
+ — w L ys w + (D T IL ys ,
2
1 _T,
wT H
la a CO
Torb + Taya
sys ,
2
Y

(2.13)

Tay , = Torb Tem + Th Tj + Tv,
where (.7) is the libration velocity vector; I sys , the inertia matrix;

'Lys

the angular

momentum with respect to the Fi c frame; . c,D T I sys c.D, the kinetic energy due to pure
rotation; and CD T risys , the kinetic energy due to coupling between rotational motion
and transverse vibration. T sy , represents the kinetic energy contributions due to
various effects with the subscripts involved defined below:
orb^orbital motion;
cm^centre of mass motion;

h^hinge position between body B c and Bi or between body Bi and Bi,j;
j^joint rotation due to elastic deformation;
v^transverse vibration.
For instance, Tv refers to the contribution of kinetic energy due to the transverse
vibration velocity. The evaluation of the integrals require a priori knowledge of p k
-

Ek, and

4

(k = c, i,); hence, the configuration and location of each body must be

specified before the evaluation can proceed. The matrix I.", which represents inertia
of the system, is time-dependent and consists of several components,

L ys =^ih + Jr + T v + ih,r^Ir,v
28

^

(2.14)

where the subscripts cm, h, and v have the same meaning as before. Subscript r
denotes contribution from the rigid body component.
The angular momentum vector, R iy ,, can be written as

Hag , =^Hh+^Hv+11h,jr^flh,v^(2.15)
with the subscripts defined as before. Similar to L ys , Ray , is a time-dependent
quantity.

2.4.3 Potential energy
The potential energy, U, of the spacecraft has contribution from two sources:
gravitational potential energy, Ug , and strain energy due to transverse vibration and
thermal deformation, Ue,
U

= Ue

Ug

The potential energy due to gravity gradient is given by

Ug =

z

{fmc drRnc ,

N ^dmi i i}

Substituting the expressions for R e , Ri, from Eq. (2.2), and ignoring the terms of
order 1/R,47n and higher, Ug can be written as

^=

Uy^

tleM^31 1e --T
I 3Y, 1
^tr [Lye] +
241
4
7,
R cn,^2.„^
-

where p e is the gravitational constant and

(2.16)

T represents the direction cosine vector of

R e , with reference to Xp ,Yp ,Zp axes. From Figure 2-4,

T is given by

1 = (cos 1,b sin 0 cos A + sin ti) sin A)i e cos cos Oic
+ (cos '0 sin 0 sin A — sin //) cos A)kc • ^ (2.17)
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The strain energy expression for a beam and a plate are [2]:
Ue,beam
Ue,plate =

V

fr

Eizz(
1
EI (a 2 w b ^a2vb)2}
^
2 jib i.
ax2
aX2 )^

dib

(2.18)

D^(52wn2 + 2v (0 2 wP (5 2 w" ) w(5 2 " ) 2
2 hp t aX 2

ax2

)^

)

ay 2

)^

ay2

+ 2(1 — (a2wp 2 \ dAP •
aXay

where D and v are the flexural rigidity and Poisson's ratio of the plate, respectively;
and EIyy and Elzz are the bending stiffness of the beam about Y and Z axes,
respectively. By specifying the configuration of each body constituting the system,
the strain energy can be evaluated.
2.5 Lagrangian Formulation

Using the Lagrangian procedure, the governing equations of motion can be obtained from

d f aT, aT au r,

`q

where q and Q q are the generalized coordinates and generalized forces, respectively.
The number of generalized coordinates depends on the system configuration, i.e., the
degrees of freedom involved.
In general, the effect of librational and vibrational motion on the orbital motion
is small unless the system dimension is comparable to R cni, [20,21]. Hence, the orbit
can be represented by the classical Keplerian relations:
h2

Rcm = Pe(1

e cos 19)

R c271,9 = h;^

(2.19)

where h is the angular momentum per unit mass of the system, p e is the gravitational
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constant, and e is the eccentricity of the orbit. Therefore, q and Ng would reduce to:
q =^A, Pry, Q rc -E: i , Q iri ;
Ng = 3 + (2 x n„) + (2 x (N x n ri )).

Here n„ and n ri denote the number of modes used to represent the transverse vibration of B, and Bi, respectively; and P", Q:'', Pri, and Q:i , are the nondimensional
values Pic/l c , Cfc c// c , Pir i//i, and Q iri//i, respectively. In parametric studies of spacecraft dynamics, dimensionless parameters and independent variable are desirable. For
instance, simulation results using time as the independent variable from t = Tinitial to
t = T final are applicable for a particular orbit only. In contrast, using true anomaly

as the independent variable, simulations for 0 = °initial to 0 = ° final are valid for
similar orbits at different altitudes. Variables with a dimension of time, such as frequencies, are nondimensionalized by the orbital rate at the perigee point, 0,,. As for
the time derivatives, their true anomaly counterparts are obtained using the following
relations:
d^• d
= 07

dt

(2.20a)

0"

2e sin
d 2^•
= 6 [2 d 2
c/(9 2^1 + e cos dd8
dt 2

(2.20b)

where Eq. (2.20b) is derived from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20a).
The general equations of motion can now be written as:
1k/I

K.0

4 11

K

)

Mlib^Mlib,vib

mT
lib,vib

Mvib _

A re

KA

Q
Q

QA
. . .

Kq1

q1

Q q1

Q qnv

qnv
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Or^M(q)q" C (q,

q',

0) K (q, 0) = Q(0) ;^

(2.21)

where primes denote differentiation with respect to the true anomaly; n, is the total
number of vibrational degrees of freedom such that Nq = 3 -I- n v . Here M is a nonsingular symmetric matrix of dimension Nq x Nq . The entries in M come from second
order terms of dlc10(aT N I ). C is a Nq x 1 vector representing the gyroscopic terms
of the system. They come from two sources: the Coriolis terms of dl c10(87 1 15q 1 ) and
from

aTlaq. K, also a Nq x 1 vector, denotes the stiffness of the system. Its sole

contribution is from

(aU/aq). Q, the generalized force vector of dimension Nq x 1, is

evaluated using the virtual work principle.
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3.^DYNAMICAL STUDIES
3.1 Preliminary Remarks
The objective of this chapter is to study the dynamical responses of the FMC as
affected by orientations and initial conditions. To this end, dynamic simulations ,of
two configurations of the FMC , of contemporary interest, were undertaken.

3.2 First Milestone Configuration
The proposed Space Station Freedom which is currently in the design and development phase, will be assembled with thirty flights of the space shuttle. The first
three flights would result in the construction of the First Milestone Configuration
(FMC) . It will have an overall length of 60 m and a mass of 17,680 kg. Major
equipment installed in the FMC includes two PV arrays, an alpha joint, fuel storage
tanks, stinger and resistojet, avionics, and RCS. The design configuration of the FMC
would be such that the axial directions of the power boom and PV arrays are parallel
to the orbit normal and local vertical, respectively. In general, the design configuration is not identical to the equilibrium configuration. The FMC is simulated here
by modelling the power boom, as a free-free beam, with lumped masses representing
the alpha joint, fuel storage tanks, avionics, and RCS. The stinger and the resistojet
are treated as a cantilever beam and point mass, respectively. The PV arrays and
PV array radiator are represented as cantilevered plates.Taking the component mode
approach for discretization and considering only the first mode of vibration for the
flexible elements, the generalized coordinates and the degrees of freedom are:
libration^stinger^SolarPanels
r--d■--„,^,---...--.„^,----"—.--,
Di n i^D i n i^"1,1^"1,1
,/, t,^
„
, --c , 'c‘ , 4=1 , L 1 , IL2^, 173 , andlf!' l •

A

q = '7' , w ,^ „_..., --c ^
.—..„,..—,
,.....

truss^radiator
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---. ,

Ng =10 .
The numerical data and the configuration used in the simulations are obtained or
estimated from the NASA reports [22,23] and are summarized in Table 1-1. Figure 3-1
shows the system under study in the design orientation. The normalised inertia matrix
of the system is found to be,

L ys

1.1715
=^
[
0
—0.1088

0
9.2108
0

—0.1088
0
9.5538

Consider first the rigid body dynamics of the FMC. i.e Here, the power boom
as well as the attached appendages are assumed to be rigid. The equilibrium configuration of the FMC corresponds to: &e = 0 ° , qe = 0.74°, and .\ e = 0°, which
is slightly different from the design orientation. Note, the equilibrium configuration
deviates from design configuration due to small roll rotation of 0.74 degree, due to the
presence of the radiator and the stinger. Hence the system, even in absence of any
external or internal disturbance, would exhibit some motion. In the present case , it
is apparent that the system as well as the equilibrium configuration are unstable (Figure 3-2). Introduction of an initial disturbance of 10° in pitch only accentuates the
unstable response and the system starts to tumble in less than one orbit as shown in
(Figure 3-3 ). Obviously , there is a need to develop a suitable control. Next consider
the rigid body dynamics of the FMC for the Lagrange configuration (Figure 3-4 ).
It's equilibrium position corresponds to 0, = —1.47°, and

A e = 0 ° Ab e =

0°. Thus in

the classical Lagrange orientation the system experiences a small angular disturbance
of —1.47° in pitch. Note ,the librational response, to this disturbance is stable in all
the three degrees of freedom : pitch, yaw and roll.

3.3 System and Component Modes
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Figure 3 1^Configuration of the FMC used in the numerical simulation: (a) co-

ordinate systems; (b) design configuration.
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Figure 3-2^Librational response of the rigid FMC showing the inherent unstable
character of the design orientation.Note it is not in the equilibrium
state.

3.3.1 Component mode discretization
The dynamical analysis of the flexibility for the FMC can be accomplished in one
of the following two ways. In the component mode method, the number of generalized
co-ordinates depends on the system configuration, i.e, the degrees of freedom involved
(for holonomic systems).For instance , consider a beam type central body Be , undergoing general libration motion with N beams (Body Bi) attached to it. Assuming m
to represent the number of flexural deformation modes for each of the flexible members the total number of generalized coordinates is given by for each of the flexible
members, the total number of generalized co-ordinates is given by

Ng = 5 + m + (N x m)
36

Figure 3 - 3^Librational behavior of the rigid FMC (DO) showing the unstable
response in the presence of an external disturbance in pitch (0 =
10°.)
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Figure 3 4^Libration behaviour of the rigid FMC in Lagrange orientation in
absence of the external disturbances. The pitch response is due to
deviation from the equilibrium configuration.
-
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. Also , each flexible member is modelled seperately (plate ,or beam etc.) and the
displacements due to flexibility are referred to the local frame of reference.

3.3.2 System mode discretization
In the system mode method, the number of generalized coordinates depend on
the number of modes considered in the discretization of the continuum motion and
not on the complexity of the system configuration.For instance, if one accounts for
the m system modes to represent the flexibility of the model, the total number of
generalized coordinates is given by
Ng = 5 + m
In the system mode discretization the whole system is considered as one flexible
member and boundary conditions, between members, are evaluated using FEM.

3.3.3 Comparision for the component and system modes
The responses for the two modes of discretization, namely the system mode and
the component mode cannot be compared directly, however if the effect of flexibility
is decreased, then in principle the two responses should converge to the rigid case.
Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 show librational responses as obtained by two distinctly different programs:the one based on component modes while the other using the system
modes. Of course in the present case we are checking their prediction in the limiting
case of zero flexibility, i.e the rigid case. Ideally they should give the identical results.
As expected the results exhibit similarity of trends in their librational responses. The
minor discrepancies may be attributed to differences in the computational methodology associated with the programs and to the disparity in the boundary conditions
which cannot be matched precisely, for the two methods of discretizations employed.
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Next, the flexible deformations were represented by the first mode for each of the
flexible members (2 solar panels, truss , stinger and radiator) in the component mode
discretization. With three librational degrees of freedom, this would give ten generalised co-ordinates. Correspondingly,seven system modes were selected to give the
same number of degrees of freedom. The system is subjected to an initial disturbance
of 2° in pitch roll and yaw simultaneously.Note the predicted responses ( Figure 3-7
and Figure 3-8 ). This is expected as the component mode synthesis is unable to
satisfy all the boundary conditions of the continuum system.

3.4 Flexibility Effects
The effect of flexibility on the system response , for the configurations under
study is shown in in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 . Since the solar panels have large
lengths and flexibility they dominate the response in the flexible degrees of freedom.
Note the flexible response is coupled with the librational response, though the extent
of interaction is small. Even with the solar panels disturbed by a small amount
(0.001 cm ) the coupling becomes all too apparent. For better appreciation of the
response, the vibration degrees of freedom are plotted in terms of the tip deflection
of the centerline. Using Eq. (2.8), the tip deflections of a beam element in Yk and Zk
directions, respectively, are given by:
n

s, = E P,:covkvo

;

r=1
n

.51=

E (21(t)/Paik)

^
•

(3.1)

r=1

For a plate element , the displacement is a function of both the Xk and Yk coordinates.
Figure 3-2 shows the librational response of the system initially in the design
orientation. This serves as a reference for other cases with initial disturbances. Here,
40

Figure 3 - 5^Librational response using two distinct programs, employing system
and component mode discretizations, in the limiting case of zero
flexibility, for the design orientation
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PI

Figure 3-6^Librational response using two distinct programs, employing system
and component mode discretizations, in the limiting case of zero
flexibility, for the Lagrange orientation
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Figure 3-7^Dynamical response for a disturbance of 0 = '0 = A = 2° in the
design orientation of the FMC , using the system modes for flexibility
discretization
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Figure 3-8^Dynamical response for a disturbance of 0 = 0 = A = 2° in the
design orientation of the FMC, using the component modes for flexibility discretization.
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Figure 3 9^The effect of flexible appendages on the librational response of the
FMC with one of the appendages (Solar panel by 0.001cm tip) disturbed slightly, in the Lagrange orientation.
-
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Figure 3 10 The effect of flexible appendages on the librational response of the
FMC with one of the appendages (Solar panel by 0.001cm tip) disturbed slightly, in the design orientation.
-
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deviation from the equilibrium configuration serves as a disturbance to the system.
Even with small disturbances, the system gradually undergoes unstable librational
motion. The periodic oscillations of the flexible degrees of freedom in the direction of
the local horizontal, or the orbit normal indicate their non-zero equilibrium starting
position. Due to the coupling effect between the librational and vibrational degrees
of freedom, their response amplitudes gradually increase with time. It is difficult
to completely isolate the flexibility effects since the equations are coupled nonautonomous and highly nonlinear.However, some insight can be obtained if the flexible
contributions are reduced .One way to accomplish this is to reduce the length of the
flexible appendages. Figure 3-11 shows the effect of reducing the solar panel lengths
by 90% (i.e from 33m to 3.3m ). The response shows that the high frequency modulations of the the libration degrees of freedom are reduced when the mass and inertia
of the solar panels is reduced by ninety percent.The magnitude of all the flexible responses decreases by almost two orders of magnitude .The beat phenomena displayed
by stinger response under flexibility effects is also absent.
The effect of the power boom disturbance, in the local horizontal direction is
shown in Figure 3-12 . Here , the power boom is initially deformed in the first
mode with a tip deflection of 2 cm in the local horizontal direction ((P 1 ) 0 = 1.652 x
10 -4 ). Even with this small disturbance, the pitch and roll responses show high
frequency modulations of 0.03° in amplitude.(in pitch). Similar trend is observed in
the roll response. Under this initial condition, the power boom is expected to be
vibrating symmetrically about the local vertical; hence, it is not surprising to see
that the transverse motion of the truss

(T R p) induces corresponding modulations

in the roll. Of some interest is the beat response of the stinger. Modi and Ng [24]
have investigated the beat response character of a gravity-gradient oriented satellite
with two appendages. The flexible element experiencing the largest deflection is the
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Figure 3-11 Dynamical response of the FMC in design orientation,with solar panels reduced by 90 percent of their lengths and a tip deflection of 1
cm. Note that the high frequency modulations are absent from the
librational response
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stinger. Its maximum amplitude is about 1 mm in the local horizontal direction.
In Figure 3-13 , the power boom is initially disturbed in the local vertical direction, (Q 1 ) 0 = 1.652 x 10 -4 . Since this initial condition gives rise to predominantly
symmetrical motion about the local horizontal, the yaw motion is excited with high
frequency harmonics. However, as can be expected, both pitch and roll remain essentially free of the flexibility induced modulations. The beat response of the stinger
is modified . This shows the directional characteristics of the FMC power boom:
for a known response in direction X when disturbed in direction Y, one cannot predict response in the direction Y when disturbed in the direction X.Of Course, the
flexible members are excited by a small amount, however , the numerical computations are able to capture their trends. Exception is the solar panel response which is
significantly larger.
Response of the system with the stinger subjected to an initial disturbance is
shown in Figure 3-14 . The stinger is deformed initially in the first mode of a cantilever
beam with a tip deflection of 0.5 cm in the local horizontal direction, (Pi )° = 0.9360 x
10 -4 , Similar to the power boom disturbance case, both pitch and roll responses have
high frequency harmonics although the modulations in the roll motion are hardly
noticeable. Also, the initial condition has no effect on the yaw response at all. As for
the power boom, it is slightly excited in the local vertical direction. The excitation
of other flexible members are also small.
Figure 3-15 shows that a disturbanceto the stinger, along the orbit normal, by
the same amount as before,induces high frequency modulations in the pitch and a
beat phenomena in the TRp degree of freedom.
Figure 3-16 shows the influence of PV array on the system response. This is
in addition to the initial 10° disturbance in pitch . Hence to assess the effect of
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Figure 3-12 Dynamical response of the FMC for a small power boom disturbance
in the local horizontal direction (T Rp = 0.0001652), in the design
orientation.
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Figure 3 13 Dynamical response of the FMC for a small power boom disturbance
-

in the local vertical direction,(TRQ = 0.0001652), in the design orientation.
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Figure 3 14
-

Dynamical response of the FMC for a small disturbance to the stinger
in the local horizontal direction, (STp = 0.000094), in the design
orientation.
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Figure 3-15 Dynamical response of the FMC for a small disturbance to the stinger
in the orbit normal direction, (STQ = 0.000094), in the design orientation.
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flexibility, it should be compared with Figure 3-11. The major effect , as far as
the librational response is concerned, are the high frequency modulations in the yaw
degree of freedom. The main truss and stinger show relatively small motion at their
ends, however the radiator motion is large and diverging at least in this early phase.
Larger duration computation showed it to be a beat phenomenon with the peak
amplitude of around 0.2 mm.
In Figure 3-17 , the PV array radiator is initially deflected in the first mode of a
cantilever plate with a tip deflection of 1.0 cm [(I-4 1 ) 0 = 0.4970 x 10 -3 ]. The pitch
response shows low frequency harmonics of a small amplitude. The excitation of the
power boom and the stinger is rather small. The only flexible member that shows
noticeable deformation is the PV array . Similar coupling between the radiator and
solar panel motions was observed before (Figure 3-16). These results also point to
the coupling of power boom vibration in the local horizontal direction with the PV
array deformation, through their similarity in the beat response. As can be expected,
reduction in the solar panel lengths (which decreases it's flexibility ) significantly
diminished it's coupling with the radiator.
In summary, Figures 3-9 to 3-17 demonstrate that flexibility effects on the FMC
response cannot be overlooked. A small disturbance applied to any flexible member
can significantly affect the rigid body motion through it's high frequency modulations.
The power boom disturbance in the local vertical direction is the most critical one as
the resulting high frequency modulated pitch and roll responses would require high
bandwidth controllers. Furthermore, with the power boom or the stinger subjected
to a given magnitude of disturbance, its direction is critical in predicting the rigid
body as well as vibratory responses of other components.
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Figure 3-16 FMC dynamical response to a tip deflection of 1 cm in the Solar
Panels (SP=lcm), in the design orientation.
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Figure 3-17

Dynamical response of the FMC for a deflection (RAD=0.00049), in
the PV radiator, for design orientation.
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3.5 System Mode Simulation Study
Considering the first m system modes to represent structural deformations, the
generalized coordinates and the degrees of freedom are:

4

- {ii, A) 0)P1) P 2) •••)P7r11

The numerical data used in the simulation were presented earlier. The first forty system modes (including the six rigid body modes) for the First Milestone Configuration
were computed using a seperate finite element program, to discretize the continuous
system. Figure 3-18 shows the frequency spectrum of the First Milestone Orientation.
Of course, use of such a large number of modes would increase the computational time
and cost. Objective here is to demonstrate the applicability of the numerical code
to a specific configuration. Hence, in the present study only first two system modes
are used for actual simulation, to save the computational effort.The main objective is
to emphasize the point that component modes have inherent limitations in correctly
predicting the response, unless the boundary conditions , on the global scale, are
accurately accounted for. This is seldom possible. They may predict correct trends
but one can expect accurate answers only in isolated simple cases. The frequency
spectrum provides the free vibration frequencies and associated system modes. The
mode characterization help appreciate relative contributions of different parts of the
Station.
In general, modal displacements fall into the following three categories:
(a) Solar Array Deformation Modes: these are the modes in which the solar arrays deform significantly in and out of the X-Y plane as cantilever plates
and the remainder of the Station responds only slightly so as to maintain the
dynamic equilibrium.
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(b) Radiator Modes: These are associated with the PV solar panels and Station
radiator deformations. Both are modelled to have a fundamental bending
frequency of 0.1 Hz.

(c) Stinger/RCS Boom Coupled Modes: Since both these components are designed to have a fundamental bending frequency of 0.5 Hz, they appear in
combination in the system modes.
(d) Overall System Modes: in general, these modes involve an overall motion of
the Station, with solar array and radiator deformations coupled with response
of the main truss in and out of the X-Y and X-Z planes.
For the FMC, the appendage response in bending dominate the first six elastic
modes (3'7 — f12) with frequencies in the range of 0.1 - 0.5 Hz . Of these, the first three
modes (f7, f8, f9) pertain to the PV array and radiator while fim — f12 correspond
to the RCS boom and stinger assembly. The torsional motion of the main truss is
represented by f9 while the corresponding bending in Z and Y directions is represented
by f21 = 2.30 Hz and f22 = 2.35 Hz, respectively. The stinger and RCS boom
motions are coupled as both have a fundamental frequency of 0.5 Hz. The PV arrays
and radiators, which are modelled as cantilevers have their fundamental component
frequency as 0.1 Hz . The solar array deformation modes display pure torsional
motion in symmetric and asymmetric modes at f16 and fi7 (1.14 Hz) with higher
harmonics represented by 1 24, i25 (2.4 Hz) and f31, f32 (5.97 Hz).
.

The arrays are provided with the rotational capability, about the alpha and beta
joints, in order to track the sun for optimum exposure. Although the maneuvers
are slow and quasi-static conditions prevail, different orientations of the solar panels
due to these maneuvers will affect, to some extent, overall structural flexibility of the
FMC and the associated frequency spectrum. A rotation of the solar panels about the
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Figure 3 18 Frequency spectrum for the FMC. Note the frequencies are relatively
-

small and quite closely spaced .The first forty modes are within 10
Hz !. Such packed character with overlap makes determination of
the system dynamics and control extremely difficult.
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a-joint affects, modes 16, 18, 19, 25, 27, 29 and 33 . Similar changes in the behaviour
were observed in other modes as well. Of particular, interest was the interchange of
energy among the modes and between the components in the same mode. In order
to simulate the system dynamics using the assumed modes approach, it is necessary
to specify the number of modes to be used. In theory, as one increases the number of
assumed modes, the results should approach the true response. On the other hand,
this leads to an increase in the computational cost. So it is important to study the
character of modal convergence to strike some balance between accuracy and cost.
Suleman[ 25 ] has also shown in his dissertation that the significant effects of the solar
panels rotation is confined to a few modes.He also found that system response can
be predicted with an accuracy of 1 percent by using only five modes. On the other
hand , acceleration profiles were affected by higher modes (above five), specially the
truss bending corresponding to the 22n d mode.
The dynamic behaviour was monitored in the presence of an initial disturbance
of 10° in pitch, roll and yaw, applied simultaneously. The structural deformation was
represented by 1, 5, 10 or 20 lowest modes. Plotted quantities of interest include the
librational displacements , modal displacements at the tip of the upper solar panel,
and that at the modules location on the main truss (i.e. at the end of the truss).
It was interesting to note that, for the single mode case, the roll and yaw degree of
freedom do not show a significant contribution from the structural flexibility of the
system. Here, the structural deformations were confined to the solar panels vibrating
in a symmetric fashion, while other components of the Station remained relatively stationary. However, with the second and higher modes included, the radiator and other
secondary members displayed a more active contribution to the system deformation,
leading to interactions with the roll and yaw degrees of freedom.
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Figure 3-19 shows the system mode simulation of the flexible free response of the
FMC in the design orientation. The effect of flexibility on the librational response
has a very small magnitude.The solar panels exhibit highest magnitude of all flexible
appendages, with regards to the flexible response.
3.5.1 Lagrange orientation

The component mode solution has an inherent limitation in that it is unable
to take care of the boundary conditions. To illustrate limitation of the component
modes solution, response of the previously studied design orientation of the FMC was
obtained using, the first two system modes corresponding to the peak displacement
of 1 cm in the PV Array (Figure 3-20 ). It should be pointed out, to be precise,
that such comparision is not quite accurate. For preciseness, one should match the
deflection as well as the energy input during a specified disturbance using system and
component modes.
The system mode solution being more precise , and the Lagrange orientation
being stable, it was thought approriate to focus attention on it's response analysis
using the first two system modes.
Figure 3-21 shows the librational response of the FMC in the Lagrange orientation
for disturbances of 0 = 4° and 12°. Note the sensitivity of the Librational response
to disturbances in the roll degree of freedom. The pitch response which is stable for
small roll disturbances becomes unstable for a large roll disturbance of 12°. Hence
roll is a critical parameter as far as the librational response of the FMC in Lagrange
Orientation is concerned.
Figure 3-22 shows the Lagrange Orientation response for a ib = 10°. A relatively large disturbance of 10° does not cause any significant variation in the yaw
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Figure 3-19 Response of the FMC in design orientation with zero initial condition, using system modes for flexibility discretization
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Figure 3 20 System mode simulation of the dynamical response for a tip disturbance of 1cm in the PV Array in the design orientation of the FMC.
-
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Figure 3-21^Librational responses of the FMC in Lagrange orientation for increasing roll disturbances of 0 = 4° and 12°.
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and roll responses. Their magnitudes remain relatively small over one orbit. This
demonstrates the stability of the Lagrange orientation with respect to relatively large
disturbances in pitch.
Figure 3-23 shows the Lagrange Orientation flexible response for a tip deflection of
lcm in the solar panels.This is in addition to a pitch disturbance of ten degrees. As can
be seen the yaw and roll degrees of freedom show some high frequency modulations,
although their magnitudes are pretty small. Also note the magnitudes of the truss
response in the two directions (local vertical and local horizontal) differ by six orders
of magnitude. This is in keeping with the directional nature of the truss response as
found out earlier in the case of design orientation.
Figure 3-24 shows the Lagrange Orientation response for the disturbance of 0.2
cm in the cantilever plate mode of the radiator. Once again the yaw and roll have low
magnitude , high frequency modulations.Also note that the magnitude of the solar
panel excitation is higher than that for other appendages. This once again confirms
the domination of the solar panels on the flexible response.
Figure 3-25 shows the response of the FMC in LO for a truss disturbance of
1.0 cm .All the flexible members are excited. Note the difference in the frequency of
the response for the truss and the solar panels. The directional nature of the truss
response is also amply demonstrated. However the magnitudes of the solar panel
response is higher. Since only two system modes are used hence the high frequency
coupling of the librational response has a low magnitude.
The solar panels do not exhibit a noticeable improvement in modal amplitude
prediction as the number of modes is increased . However the coupling of the flexible
response with the librational response becomes more apparent with the inclusion of
higher nodes. The main truss, stinger and RCS boom are treated here as beam type
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Figure 3-22 Dynamical response of the FMC in Lagrange Orientation for a pitch
disturbance of 10°.
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Figure 3-24 Dynamical response of the FMC in Lagrange Orientation for 0.2 cm
deflection of the radiator
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Figure 3-25 Dynamical response of the FMC in Lagrange Orientation for a tip
deflection of lcm for the truss.
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structural members as before. The major items of interest are the tip displacements
and accelerations of the flexible members together with the librational motion. The
direction of the tip displacement profiles are generally not affected by the number of
modes usedr.However acceleration prediction at the modules location experiences a
drastic change, with the accounting of higher modes. Susceptibility of the acceleration
profiles to higher modes, is due to the fact that , the main truss plays a more dominant
role in the structural dynamics of the system and it's bending occurs at the system
mode f22 .(Figure 3-18)

3.5.2 Summary
Summarizing, it can be inferred that the system displacement can be predicted
with considerable accuracy using 5 system modes (less than 1% error in the solar
panel tip displacement compared to that given by the 20 modes solution) as found by
Suleman [25]. However, the higher modes contribute to local variations in the acceleration time histories

(±2ps), although the general character of the response remains

essentially the same. On the other hand, dynamics of the main truss suggests that it
is necessary to include the higher system modes in order to predict the acceleration
loads at the modules location with sufficuent accuracy. Thus, depending on the information needed judicious selection of modal functions would be required. As expected
, the component mode solutions only suggest trends, unless suitable procedure for
their synthesis to account for effective boundary conditions globally is found. On
the other hand, system modes are quite attractive as they do not suffer from such
limitation.

3.6 Response to Operational Disturbances
The solar panels will be required to track the sun for optimum power output.
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Consider the FMC of the Space Station, in a a near-circular orbit (e=0.02). The
sun tracking maneuver consists of rotating the panel and the truss axes (a and
respectively.) at the orbital rate

3

/

6, so as to maintain the the array facing the sun.

Since the spacecraft experiences changes in geometry during the tracking maneuver,
the associated frequency spectrum changes with time . Thus, in order to maintain
a faithful representation of the system geometry and structural flexibility, the modes
need to be updated at a suitable interval. As pointed out by Suleman [25], of interest
is the transfer of energy between the solar panels and the PV radiator during the
maneuver. Furthermore, there will be a shift in the center of mass of the system, due
to the slewing maneuver and flexibility, which is accounted for in the model. For the
rotation of the solar panels about the longitudinal axis, there is no noticeable shift of
the c.m. A contribution, from the structural deformations appears as high frequency
modulations, which are indeed very small , of the order of 10 -6 m . The solar panels
and secondary members do not exhibit any significant change in behaviour, with
similar responses as before in displacement and acceleration. Hence it appears that,
rotation of the solar panels for tracking the sun, even in the presence of aerodynamic
drag, is not likely to affect the microgravity environment significantly. Furthermore,
as found later , the control effort required to maintain the spacecraft in the desired
orientation rather minimal.
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4. CONTROL STUDY
As shown by the dynamical response study, the FMC is inherently unstable in
the design orientation, and hence there is a need for control. Even the Lagrange
orientation becomes unstable with a small excitation in roll. In any case,for precise
orientation of the space station, to facilitate it's construction and operation , active
control is necessary. The main purpose of the controller on board the FMC is to
maintain attitude displacements and rates within design limits, by means of Control
Momentum Gyros (CMG), thus ensuring desirable accuracy in microgravity environment. Two attitude control techniques are studied here, to that end. First, a linear
control approach, the Linear Quadratic Regulator is adopted. The equations of motion are linearized about an arbitrary equilibrium position and subsequently written
in the state space matrix form. The optimal controller gains for the state variable
feedback are established by solving the steady state algebraic Ricatti equation. The
performance index, defined by the controller energy and deviation of the state from
the equilibrium, is minimized [26]. The matrix equations are solved numerically to
obtain the controlled response of the system as well as the effort required. Subsequently, a nonlinear control based on the Feedback Linearization Technique (FLT)
is applied. Utilizing , the original nonlinear dynamics of the multibody system, the
controller first determines the effort to effectively linearize the system and introduces
a linear compensator to achieve the desired system output.

4.1 Linear Control
The use of a linear control strategy requires linearization of the equations of
motion about an operating point. Feedback is subsequently introduced, where an
online comparision of the available output with the desired state serves as a measure
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of error. This is used to determine inputs that will subsequently decrease the error.
An important aspect of the control procedure is to achieve it in an optimal fashion,
consistent with some specified performance index, over a period of time.
Thus the basis of linear control strategy is the linearized plant model associated
with the nonlinear multibody dynamics formulation. The equations of motion derived
earlier, are nonlinear, nonautonomous and coupled. The nonlinearities are due to
a number of factors, including coupling between the attitude motion and structural
flexibility. A linear model for the multibody dynamics has been developed, here with
linearization performed about a planned attitude trajectory.

4.1.1^Linearization of the equations of motion
The complete nonlinear, nonautonomous and coupled differential equations of
motion for the rigid system can be written as

dt ac-DT^acDT dc,-)
362 ^[all
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Eq. (4.1) can be linearized about an arbitrary equilibrium position and cast in the
classical form [26]
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Here the mass matrix M m is symmetric and positive definite. H includes Coriolos
and other forces due to velocity effects.. Stiffness forces arising from the gravitational
potential are reflected in matrix

K. The vector P comprises of forces attributed to the

orbital eccentricity and other parameters independent of the generalized coordinates.

^4.1.2^State space equivalent
The linearized equations of motion (4.3) can be put in the form

Aaxa + Bau + Pa,^ (4.8)
where:

0
A a = [^

13„ =

system characteristic matrix;^(4.9)

= control influence matrix;^

(4.10)

0
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-

f\411)

= forcing function;^
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(4.11)

^

0 = null matrix;^

(4.12)

I = 3 x 3 identity matrix.^

(4.13)

4.1.3 The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
The linear control theory employed is of the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
type with the performance index for minimum tracking error and energy given by

J=1
o

oo
(isiT Qii + 'E T RU) dt,^

(4.14)

where Q is the symmetric state penalty matrix; and R is the symmetric control
penalty matrix. The matrix R is required to be positive definite while Q can be
positive semi-definite.
The optimal control force ii that minimizes this criterion is given by

u = —R -1 B T YR" = —G- - ,

(4.15)

where YR is the solution to the Ricatti equation, which for the infinite time case has
the form.
— YRA

— A T YR + YRBR -1 B T YR — Q = 0.^(4.16)

The requirements for a unique control law are that the pair [A, B] be controllable
and that the entire system be observable. The system states are assumed available
either through direct measurement or by a design of the suitable observers.
Substituting the feedback law into the system Eq. (4.8) yields
= A. ±- — BG
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^

(4.17)

representing the response of the closed loop system. The characteristic equation for
the system is represented by

det[sE

—

AG] = 0. (4.18)

The closed loop poles of the system are given by the eigenvalues of A — BG = 0.
The control law design consists of choosing appropriate state penalties (Q) and control
penalties (R) to obtain desired locations of the poles. For a real system, one would
expect the poles to be either real or complex conjugate.

4.1.4 Effect of flexibility
The controller design described above is based on the attitude dynamics of a
rigid spacecraft. It can be extended to the First Milestone Configuration which is a
highly flexible system with a very low frequency spectrum . Thus, the interaction of
the attitude control system with vibration modes, is a matter of significance to be
neglected.
The equations of motion are augmented to include the effects of structural flexibility on the system dynamics. To account for the deformations , the generalized
coordinate vector, rearranged into the rigid and flexible degrees of freedom, can be
written as

e = (I, b ) 0, A, Pi, P2, ..., pn) = {1, p},
where

( 4.19)

g and 73 depict attitude and vibrational generalized coordinate vectors, respec-

tively. The equations of motion can be written as
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where the generalized control vector Q j is based on the linearized attitude equations
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of motion for the rigid system. Here the matrix M is partioned into four submatrices:

M 9 , 9 ; M od, ; M,,9 and

Mp p ;
,

with M9, 9 and

Mp,p

corresponding to coefficients of

the subvectors B and 75 , respectively. The control law Q 19 = u = Gd, is based on
-

the rigid spacecraft model, with the structural flexibility acting as a disturbance to
the rigid system. Thus, the controller, based on the linearized equations of motion,
is applied to the complete nonlinear equations of motion ,and its validity assessed.
Figure 4-1 shows schematically the LQR strategy.
4.2 LQR Simulation Results and Discussion
To illustrate application of the proposed controller, consider the First Milestone
Configuration (FMC). Two spatial orientations in a 400 Km altitude, circular orbit
are considered: the Lagarange orientation, with the main truss along the local vertical
and the solar panels aligned with the orbit normal; and the design configuration , with
the main truss along the local horizontal, and the solar panels parallel to the orbit
normal. Noise-free estimates of all the states are considered to be available. The
control torque and angular momentum saturation values for the CMG's are set at
predetermined levels as specified by NASA[22, 23].
The Lagrange orientation consists of deploying a spacecraft in orbit with its minimum moment of inertia axis along the local vertical, and the maximum moment of
inertia along the orbit normal,this in the present case entails aligning of the main
truss with the local vertical , and deployment of the solar panels in the plane of the
orbit. This orientation demands minimum control effort for its stabilization , due to
the bounded character of pitch and roll response. However, it has the disadvantage
of not exposing the various payloads on the main truss with an unobstructed view of
the earth.
With a pitch disturbance of 10°, the roll and yaw degrees of freedom remain
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Figure 4 1^Schematic of LQR control strategy
-

unexcited, while the pitch response shows stable oscillations about the equilibrium
point (Ik e = —1.47°). (Figure 4-2 ). Figure 3-2lshowed the librational response of
the FMC for a disturbance of 4 and 12 degrees applied to the roll degree of freedom.
Figure 4-3 shows the response of FMC for disturbances of 10° in yaw and roll one by
one. However, with a roll and yaw disturbance of 10°, applied independently, the yaw
exhibits a divergent behaviour in both the cases, thus indicating a strong coupling
between the roll and yaw degrees of freedom. This suggests that roll control could
provide a key to ensure stability of the FMC in the Lagrange Orientation.
As has been shown by Modi and Suleman [16], the deviation about the yaw axis
is likely to be significantly greater than that about the pitch and roll axes, which indicates that the yaw period is relatively long (about two orbital revolutions). Three
different gain settings are used to investigate the closed-loop system response with a
large initial disturbance of 10° in pitch, roll and yaw, applied simultaneously. The
controller performance is measured with respect to parameters such as settling time
and control effort requirements. Results were obtained for different initial disturbances and imposed settling times (0 = = A = 5°,10°15° , and settling times of
5 min , 10 min and 20 min). Only a typical set of results for 10° and a settling
time of 20 min is presented here for conciseness. Figure 4-4 shows the controlled and
uncontrolled libration responses , as well as the control efforts for the application of
LQR to the LO of the FMC. The closed loop eigenvalues used for the case of 0.2 orbit
(20 min.) settling time are given in Table 4-1, where the gains have been selected
iteratively.As, expected the pitch response is driven to equilibrium orientation.
The angular rates are also kept within the allowable limits of 0.2 deg/s.As expected, the control effort reveals that the case with a settling time of 5 minutes,
imposes the highest control torque (150 Nm in pitch) and angular momentum de-
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Figure 4-2^Librational response of the FMC in Lagrange orientation to a pitch
disturbance of 10°
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Figure 4 - 3^Librational response of the FMC in Lagrange Orientation for
disturbances of 10° in yaw and roll independently.
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Table 4 -1 Typical numerical parameters for the control study (LQR).

TYPICAL CLOSED LOOP GAINS FOR LAGRANGE ORIENTATION
----..„...a

---------

-.802761E+08

-.388231E-07

-.192604E-08

-.695312E-07

-.100103E+09

-.313927E+07

0.195826E+07

-.4145502E-07

-.751463E+08

-.353745E+08

-.133646E-07

-.530870E-09

-.590766E-08

-.105975E+08

0.607783E+06

0.505759E+06

0.458071E-07

-.345348E+08

TYPICAL CLOSED LOOP GAINS FOR DESIGN^ORIENTATION
-.995574E+08

-.985051E-02

0.541533E-02

.911092E-02

-.994216E+08

-.397904E+08

0.314057E-02

0.413105E+08

-.124493E+09

-.105556E+08

-.217679E-03

0.834481E-02

-.163591E-03

-.396923E+08

0.871128E+06

0.780127E-02

0.887655E+06

-.441554E+08

TYPICAL CLOSED LOOP POLES^FROM RICATTI EQUATION
-9.433

-9.433

-2.645

-2.645

-2.645

-2.681

9.474

-9.474

3.358

-3.358

1.428

-1.428
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mands (5,000 Nms) on the CMGs. The yaw degree of freedom required minimal
control, with QA = 50 Nm and ILA = 1, 000 Nms . This is expected since the minimum axis of inertia is aligned with the local vertical, an inherent characteristic of the
gravity-gradient stabilized systems. The controller provides satisfactory closed-loop
transient response, with the CMG momentum peak and torque demand well below the
specified limits. Note, the torque requirement about the yaw axis is lower than that
about the pitch axis since the deviation from the equilibrium is small: Ao — A e = 10';
— =11.47°
Figure 4-5 shows the controlled and uncontrolled libration responses , as well
as the control efforts for the application of LQR to the design orientation of the
FMC.(z,b = 10°) in the presence of flexibility. The three librational responses are
quickly driven to the equilibrium position.
Here , the controller is required to drive the system towards the design orientation,
i.e. (0 = A = q5 = 0°), thus aligning the spacecraft axes with the orbital frame. The
parameters of interest include the angular attitude excursions, and the control torque
demanded. The fundamental system mode has been used to represent the deformation
history of the FMC (fpi = 0.68 rad/s). The matrices Q and R are assumed diagonal
and similar weightings as in the rigid case, are used for the three librational degrees
of freedom. The yaw degree of freedom displays the shortest settling time (t, = 5
minutes). also note that the, torque requirement for the yaw degree of freedom is the
least.
The results show that the LQR control scheme tunes the open-loop unstable ,
oscillatory motion which minimizes the control effort during the steady state operations.

4.3 Nonlinear Control
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Figure 4 4^The controlled and uncontrolled libration responses , as well as the
-

control efforts for the application of LQR to the Lagrange Orientation
of the FMC^= A = = 100).
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Figure 4-5^The controlled and uncontrolled libration responses , as well as the
associated control efforts for the application of LQR to the design
orientation of the FMC.( 0 = 10°).
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Next, the attention was turned towards accounting of the highly nonlinear system dynamics. Nonlinear control has received considerable attention in the robotics
research, particularly during the past decade. Control strategies based on linearized
system models have been found to be inadequate. One possible solution was put forward by Freund [27]. The idea is to use the state feedback to decouple the nonlinear
system in such a way that an arbitrary placement of poles is possible. The technique, however, was found to be difficult to apply to systems with more than three
degrees of freedom. Slotine and Sastry [28] applied the sliding mode theory to the
control of robot manipulators. However, unmodelled dynamics usually results in high
frequency oscillations of the manipulator. Slotine [29,30] improved the performance
by using a filtering process with a high bandwidth for the sliding variable. Slotine
and Li [31] also incorporated the sliding mode control in an adaptive PD feedback
controller. Inverse control, based on the Feedback Linearization Technique (FLT),
was first investigated by Beijczy [32] and used by Singh and Schy [33] for rigid arm
control. Spong and Vidyasagar [26,34] also used the FLT to formulate a robust control procedure for rigid manipulators. Using the FLT and given the dynamical model
of the manipulator, the controller first utilizes the feedback to linearize the system
followed by a linear compensator to achieve the desired system output. Spong [35]
later extended the method to the control of robots with elastic joints. Advantages of
this approach are twofold: (i) the control algorithm based on the FLT is simple; and
(ii) the compensator design, based on a feedback linearized model, is straightforward.
Recently, Modi et al. [36,37] extended the technique to include structural flexibility
for a model of an orbiting manipulator system studied by Chan [38]. The procedure
is found to provide adequate control for both rigid as well as flexible manipulators.

4.4 Feedback Linearization Technique (FLT)
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Consider a rigid system given by
,
m(q,,t)4r
^+ F(qf,4,,t)= Q(qr,4,,t) ,

^(4.21)

where q,. denotes rigid generalized coordinates and Q (q, , 4 r , t) is the nonlinear control.
Let the control effort have the form
Q (q r , 4,,. , t) = M(q, , t)f) + F (q , , 4, , t) ,^

(4.22a)

where f) = (4;-)d + Kv[(dr)d — dr] + Icp[(gr)d — dr] , ^(4.22b)
With CM cl) (dr)d) and (4;)d representing the desired displacement, velocity and accel-

eration, respectively. The nonlinear control when substituted into (4.21) results in a
linear closed-loop system,
4; = 13 ;
Or

[(6',)d

^

—

(4.23a)

d;.] + Kv[(dr)d — dr} + Kp[(4r)d — 47.] = 0 .^(4.23b)

Since E = (4r)el — 4r denotes the displacement error, Eq. (4.23) can be rewritten as
+ K v e + K p e = 0 .^

(4.24)

The role of K v and K p is now apparent; they are position and velocity gains to insure
asymptotic behaviour of the closed-loop system. A suitable candidate for K p and K v

r

would be diagonal matrices of the form

Kp =

[ 2CD1
Kv =

(4.25)

w2n

leading to a globally decoupled system with each generalized coordinate behaving as
a critically damped oscillator. For attitude control of a rigid spacecraft, K p and K v
are 3 x 3 matrices for pitch, roll, and yaw degrees of freedom. In general, a larger value
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of C.,,,, gives rise to a faster response of the n-th generalized coordinate. In general,
the larger the gain, the faster the response; however, this does not necessarily imply
higher control effort.

4.5 Implementation Of the Control for a Flexible System
In general, dynamics of a flexible spacecraft with 4, and 41 corresponding to

1{.q 1 1

librational and vibrational generalized coordinates, respectively, is governed by

M rf

[ Mrr

{Fr

r

{Q r
(4.26)

Mff^of^Ff^Q f

Mfr

Here Mrr (qr ) is a 3 x 3 submatrix for the librational degrees of freedom; M r f(qT , qf), of
dimension 3 x Nq —3, represents the coupling between the rigid and flexible generalized
coordinates; Mfr = M r f T ; and Mff(qf) is a Nq — 3 x Ng -3 submatrix for the flexible
degrees of freedom only. Pr and

P.f are 3 x 1 and Ng — 3 x 1 vectors, respectively,

representing first and second order coupling terms. Assuming only the librational
degrees of freedom to be observable, the control force (2 f is not applicable and hence
set to zero. The objective is to determine Q T such that the closed-loop system is
linearized. Rewriting Eq. (4.26) into two sets of equations and with C2 f = 0 gives:

1\4,r4, + Mrf if + Pr = Q, ;

^

-

Mfg?. + Mff4:f + Pf = 0 j

^

(4.27a)
(4.27b)

which can be solved for qr and 4.f:

AU + f = QT. ;
(if
.

where:

^

^

(4.28a)

= _ mff —i mfr 4; — mff — 1 pf^(4.28b)

M = Mrr - Mrf Mff 1 Mfr
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f = Pr -

MrfMff 1 Ff •

As in the case of Eq. (4.22), a suitable choice of Q,. would be

4 , 4 f , t))

Q T(4T) 4f)4T 74 f, t) = 4(4r ) q f ,^+ F(4T) q f , r

with v =

(47 )d + Kv[(tr)d — 6.] Kp[(6.)d q'r]

Now the controlled equations of motion become:
(4.29a)

4T = ;
=

— Mff 1 Mfr V —

Mff

(4.29b)

Note that
QT

=M^+ + M(K,6 + K p e) ,

which can be visualized as a combination of two controllers: primary

(Q r , p ) and

secondary (Q T ,,), where

Qr,p = M(iir)d^;
QT

,,

^

^
= M(Kve K p e) .

(4.30a)
(4.30b)

The function of the primary controller is to offset the nonlinear effects inherent in the
rigid degrees of freedom; whereas the secondary controller ensures robust behaviour
against the error.
To evaluate the control effort Q T required, a priori information of M and

F is

needed. In turn, calculation of M and F requires the knowledge of q f and (y .f. To
this end, two schemes, Quasi-Open Loop Control (QOLC) and Quasi-Closed Loop
Control (QCLC), are suggested by Modi et al. [36].
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4.5.1 Quasi-open loop control
Here , the flexible coordinates are evaluated off-line, i.e. integration of Eq. (4.29b)
is performed independently and with 4, substituted with (47,) d . The main advantage
of the scheme is a reduced computation effort. However, under this scheme, discrepancies between the calculated and actual flexible coordinates would exist. Hence, the
success of the scheme depends on the robustness of the controller.

4.5.2 Quasi-closed loop control
Under this scheme, both the rigid and flexible coordinates are evaluated simultaneously. The disadvantage of the scheme is a relatively large computational effort
as compared to the QOLC. On the other hand, the QCLC is less sensitive to system
uncertainties. In general, the rate of response was found to be essentially proportional
to the magnitude of the control gains. Advantages of the FLT approach include the
relatively simple implementation of the controller as compared to the LQR technique;
and the straighforward compensator design. Here, the FLT is applied to the FMC of
the Space Station to achieve attitude control in the presence of structural flexibility.
The basic idea here is to design a controller capable of transforming the rigid
part of the dynamics into a canonical, decoupled state space model. This, obviously,
implies a completely controllable system.

4.6 FLT Simulation Results and Discussion
The FLT is applied to the FMC of the Space Station for the two spatial orientations described earlier: the Lagrange ; and the Design orientation. Consider the rigid
FMC. Three different cases of the controller frequency (x) for a critically damped
response (damping ratio C = 1) are considered and the performance is compared: (i)
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x = 0.2 x 10 -2 rad/s, (ii) x = 5.0 x 10 -2 rad/s, and (iii) x = 2.0 x 10 -1 rad/s.
For simplicity, the resulting gains K p = x 2 E and K t, = 2CxE are chosen, where E
is the identity matrix. The quantities of interest include the angular displacement
and the control effort histories. As shown in Figure 4-6 , even with a large initial
angular disturbance of 10° to the system in pitch, roll and yaw, the controller is able
to regain the equilibrium attitude(O, = 1.5 ° , = 4', = 0°) in around 0.10 orbit
(for x =0.05). Note, the character of the librational response is similar for the three
degrees of freedom. The controller's objective is to make the system exhibit a critically damped behaviour, which depends on the assigned controller frequency x and
damping (. With the same set of gains in the three librational directions, the spacecraft displays similar dynamic response in pitch, roll and yaw. The control torques
involved in accomplishing the proposed task are well within the allowable limits [22,
23]. Also note that the control torque time histories for pitch and roll are essentially
the same, because the inertias in pitch and roll differ by less than 1%.
The effect of structural flexibility on the nonlinear attitude controller is investigated next. To that end, the fundamental system mode of the FMC (wi = 0.68 rad/s,
), is used to represent the structural deformation. To keep the controller bandwidth well below the structural frequency , the controller frequency has been set at
x = 10 -2 rad/s, which is one order of magnitude lower than that of the fundamental
system frequency. The parameters of interest include the libration of the spacecraft;
and the control effort. (Figure 4-7 ). The settling time for the librational motion
is around 10 minutes (C = 1). The angular velocities history also presents a similar
profile. The solar arrays are excited only slightly by the control torque. The control
torque profile in yaw is modulated by flexible deformation history. The control efforts
in pitch and roll show a residual value in the steady-state regime, due to the flexibility
of the system.
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Figure 4-6^The controlled response, and control effort for the FMC in Lagrange

Orientation for application of FLT with initial disturbance Of 10° in
pitch, yaw and roll,and different frequencies.
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Orientation for application of FLT with initial disturbance of 10° in
pitch, yaw and roll, with flexibility included .
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Next the design orientation is considered with an initial disturbance of 10° in
pitch yaw and roll. The controller damping is now set to ( = 0.1 while the frequency
x remains the same. The corresponding response is shown in Figure 4-8 The trends
are similar to as in Figure 4-7. however, the settling time rises to 15 minutes and the
controller torque in pitch decreases. The control effort in pitch shows modulation,
due to the structural deformation . It may be emphasized that these modulations
were confined to the pitch degree of freedom only, because the dominant motion
of the solar panels induces a torque about the orbit normal. As the control effort
diminishes with attitude, so does the amplitude of vibration, though the rate of
decay is minimal. Figure 4-9 shows the generalized vibrational coordinates after the
application of FLT.As is evident the application of FLT does not destabilize the
flexible response.
Next, the effect of the damping on the controller's performance is investigated
using the same damping ratios as before: C = 0.05; ( = 0.10; and C = 1.0. As
expected, a lower damping ratio results in a higher control effort and a longer settling
time. Typical settling times vary from 10 - 30 minutes with the control torque ranging
from

Qo = 3000 Nm to Q, = 1 Nm (Figure 4-10 ). Of course, a shorter settling time

corresponds to a larger control effort.
When the rigid FMC is considered, with preset controller frequency x = 10 -2 rad/s
and damping ratio C = 1.0, the response profiles exhibit analogous behaviour in all
three axes . Figure 4-11 shows FLT response of the FMC (rigid) in design configuration with initial conditions of 10° in pitch yaw and roll, and a preset frequency Of
0.01 rad/sec. The minimum control torque is associated with the pitch axis. Due to
similar inertias in pitch and roll, the control torques about these axes exhibit similar
trends. Decreasing the damping ratio to C = 0.1 results in a longer settling time
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Figure 4 - 8^The controlled response of the FMC in design orientation for the
application of FLT, with a disturbance of 10° in pitch yaw and roll
with flexibility included.
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Figure 4 - 9^Generalized vibrational coordinates after the application of FLT to
the design configuration of the FMC, demonstrating the stability in
flexible response.
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Figure 4 10 Effect of damping on the controlled response and control effort for
the application of FLT on the design orientation of the FMC.
-
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(t s = 40 minutes) and control torque

(Qv, = .05 Nm). The low value of torques is

expected because of the low speed of response. Also note that the yaw degree of
freedom requires the maximum torque.
Figure 4-12 shows the response for two different frequencies for the design orientation. As can be expected, higher frequency means faster response, which implies
shorter settling time hence more control effort.
4.7 Summary
Performance of two distinct attitude control strategies is studied, with reference
to a specific configuration of the proposed Space Station. In the LQR approach, the
equations of motion are linearized about a desired trajectory, and the optimal gains
determined so as to minimize a preformance criterion. The equations of motion were
augmented to accounted for proper management of the angular momentum. The
effect of structural flexibility was included in the simulation loop. The results show
that the controller tunes the FMC, which has a gravitationally unstable design inertia
orientation, to a stable, small amplitude oscillatory motion in the steady-state.
The nonlinear control technique (FLT) was also found to be effective in controlling the attitude motion of the FMC. The controller performance for three sets of
frequency and damping was compared for the FMC. Even when the spacecraft is initially disturbed by 10° in pitch, roll and yaw simultaneously, the resulting gains are
adequate to bring the attitude error to within design limits in less than 5 minutes.
In general, the rate of response is directly proportional to the magnitude of the control gains. With the inclusion of flexibility in the FMC model, both the QOLC and
QCLC were found to be effective. In general, the LQR provided stabilization with
much lower control torques compared to the FLT, for a given settling time. it was also
observed that faster the rise time higher the control torque. It should be emphasised
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Figure 4-11^FLT response of the FMC (rigid) in design configuration with initial
conditions of 10° in pitch , and a preset frequency Of 0.01 rad/sec.
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Figure 4 - 12 Effect of frequency on the controlled response and effort for the application of FLT on the design orientation of the FMC with initial
librational disturbance of 10° in pitch yaw and roll simultaneously
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again that the objective here is not to obtain vast amount of response results for
uncontrolled and controlled dynamics, but illustrate application of the methodology
discussed before with reference to different orientations and control strategies. For
establishing the effectiveness of a specific control procedure and its relative merit,
further study is necessary with a variety of distubances, and accounting for system
parameter uncertainties.
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5. ANIMATION
To gain better insight into the physics of the problem and judge the efficacy of
the controller, the controlled and the uncontrolled responses were animated on an
SGI IRIS graphics workstation using VERTIGO animation package.

5.1 Methodology of Animation
Three dimensional animation of a rigid object requires six variables as a function
of time,: three rotations and three components of translation. However, if the global
axis is not the local axis then three extra translations are needed to fix the position
of the local frame with respect to the global frame.Each body that has a coordinate
frame assigned to it is called an entity.A number of entities may be grouped together
to form a group.The relation between entities in a group may be established in two
ways :
(i) by defining the motion of each of the entities with respect to a global frame.
(ii) by specifying the relationship of entities in a group amongst themselves.

5.1.1^Object definition
An object or entity can be defined using the contours.The contours represent
the basic cross-sectional shape of the object.Each object may be defined in terms
of one or more contours.However, there must be a contour at the first level. This
implies that there must be a seed contour to start with.Each contour comprises of
at least a perimeter and an arbitrary number of holes (including none). Perimeters
and holes are always closed polygons.When the shape of an object is defined by more
than one contours, each contour must have the same number of holes. Furthermore
, in all contours, corresponding perimeters and holes must be defined by the same
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number of vertices.To the anchor point (origin of the frame in which the contour is
defined) of each contour is attached a spine.The anchor point need not be contained
in the contour.The spine is a three dimensional curve representing the "backbone"
of the extruded object.A bend in spine is closely followed by the object.The spine is
a mandatory component of any object. When the object is extruded , contours are
attached to the object at location "levels". When an object has a closed spine, the
contours at the first and the last extrusion levels must be identical.Every contour in
an object must comply with the following rules:
(a) All contours must have the same number of perimeters and holes.
(b) All corresponding perimeters and holes must have the same number of vertices. However for corresponding vertices, continuity, tension and bias can
vary from level to level.
(c) All corresponding curve segments must have the same number of steps.
A path lime marks the beginning and the end of a spine. The path shape is subject
to the following restrictions:
(i) The path is allowed to have only one value along the spine.This implies that
the path is not allowed to loop back on itself .
(ii) The path values may be defined only at levels on the spine.
(iii) Vertices may not coincide anywhere in the extrusion.
(iv) If the spine is closed , scale bevel and wobble points at the spine ends must
be equal. However, twist values are allowed to differ by a multiple of 360
degrees.
A bevel path changes the size of the contour , along the spine, by moving all points
on the contour in or out by the same amount .However, the scale path changes the
size of the contour as it is obtained through scaling.The scale path must always be
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greater than zero.Once the object is designed ,a number of features are defined for the
object under consideration.These include , rotational and transational parameters.
5.1.2 Scene composition
Once the number of entities in a scene is fixed, the object lighting is decided . The
object lights are nothing but point sources of light placed at appropriate locations to
light up the scene.They are governed by the same set of rules as any other object.
A time dependent transformation for each object is needed to display it's position
and orientation as a function of time. Here the transformation is defined as a set
of operations , carried out on an object, light or group (set of objects) to change
it's position size and orientation. Each of the members (children) of the group has
it's own, associated set of transformations, as does the group itself. Since each child
of a group has it's own transformations, it can be scaled , positioned and oriented
independent of the other children in that group.The children inherit the group level
transformations, so that when the group is scaled or translated it affects the children
accordingly.
Scene hierarchy is defined as the organization of all the entities, comprising the
scene.The hierarchy is the overall organization of the entities in the scene being animated. The root or the highest level entity always contains the scene, directly or
indirectly. The global group may contain any (including zero) number of entities,
including lights, objects and other groups. However, groups may not contain themselves. The relationship between entities to one another in a group is described using
gynealogical terms. An entity may or may not have siblings, where siblings are entities with the same parent. An entity may or may not have children. If it does, it is a
group. If not, it is either an object or a light.
There is a set of six fundamental operations which take care of all the translations
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and rotations in a scene.These are :

(i) Centroid The center of an entity is initially determined when it is created.
The centroid transformation changes the position of the center by shifting the
origin of the local space of the entity. However, because rotation, scale and
orbit take place about the centroid, these are the parameters affected during
the centroid transformation .

(ii) Scale changes the size of each entity, as well as the group in the three directions. The scaling occurs about the centroid.

(iii) Rotate causes motion of the entity about either of the x, y, z axes. The
rotation also occurs about the centroid.

(iv) Translate moves the entity along either of x,y or z axes. In this case as well
the translation is measured from the centroid.

(v) Orbit transformation is identical to the function rotate, but it is applied after
translate. The orbit transformation is applied first to the x-axis, then to the
y-axis and then to the z-axis.

(vi) Visibility , as the term suggests, governs visual manifestation of an object.
Visibility is inherited by children of the entity. An object on the screen
is visible only if all of the ancestors in it's hierarchy are also visible. The
general principle is that if a group is not visible then it's children are also not
visible; the status of the visibility transformation of the children in that case
is unimportant.

Transformations in general follow the following two principals:
(a) Children of a group, inherit the transformation of the group.
(b) An entity may have a maximum of five transformations associated with it.
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5.1.3 Transformation management and synchronisation

Transformations applied to entities can be constant over time, or they may vary
. If an entity does not change it's position, size, orientation or visibility , over the
duration of the animation, it's transformations are constant. However if the entity
is to move, rotate or change size in time then it is imperative to assign channels to
the transformations. A channel is a set of values representing the transformation
values, one for each frame of the animation, and each potentially different from the
others. More than one transformation can be associated with a given channel, since
channels are merely sets of numbers, they vary from frame to frame; different transformations can access these numbers and interpret them differently. For instance, a
translate channel could interpret them as distance units, while a rotate channel could
interpret them as angles. The x, y, z components of each transformation are normally described by seperate channels. The values to be associated with a channel can
be interpolated through smooth curves (splines) , straight lines (linear), or specified
mathmatical functions. If the channel curve is described by a mathematical function,
there are no keyframes ; the channel value for each frame is calculated directly from
the mathmatical function. The time dependence of each of the variables associated
with an entity is described as a function in a channel file.Once the number of frames
is fixed , the number of time-steps is also fixed. The values for all the parameters
are specified in the channel file associated with the particular parameter. Figure 5-1
shows the animation methodology employed. The entities comprising the FMC are
shown in Figure 5-2 .
Since there are 5 bodies in the FMC , forty five channel files are required for
the whole configuration. However since only the rigid configuration is considered
here, the relative orientation of the bodies is fixed. The use of this fact reduces the
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number of time dependent parameters to nine.Therefore nine channel files are needed
to completely render the rigid system animation. The output from the dynamics
simulation program is piped into the channel files , once preprocessed by a suitable
interface. In the present case this is achieved through a C-program which transforms
the output into a suitable form usable by the animation software.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
6.1 Concluding Comments
The First Milestone Configuration of the proposed space station Freedom is taken
as an example to study the dynamics and control of flexible spacecraft in orbit.The
governing equations are highly nonlinear, nonautonomous, and coupled. Two general
formulations developed by Ng[15] and Suleman[25] for the simulation of multibody
dynamics of flexible spacecraft structures, with the system discretization, using the
system and component modes, respectively, is employed in the present study. Based
on the analysis the following general remarks can be made:
(i) The operational orientation of the FMC is slightly different from its equilibrium
orientation. Furthermore, the equilibrium orientation itself is unstable. Hence in
the operational (i.e design) condition, the system begins to tumble in less than
one orbit, if uncontrolled. Inclusion of flexibility results in the coupling of the
elastic response with the rigid modes.
(ii) The response of the power boom is sensitive to the direction of the disturbance. It
leads to large amplitude pitch and roll responses with high frequency modulations
which are undesirable. The truss inertia being comparable to the overall inertia of
the spacecraft, any disturbance to the truss is likely to render the overall system
unstable.
(iii)The flexible appendages in general (as against the main truss) and the solar panels
in particular dominate the flexible response.
(iv) Stinger, like the power boom, is sensitive to disturbance.
(v) Two control techniques, one linear and the other nonlinear, have been implemented. The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) though designed around the
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linearised equations of motion is found to be effective even with the flexibility
augmented equations of motion. The Feedback Linearisation Technique (FLT) is
implemented as nonlinear control technique and it's effectiveness demonstrated
in controlling the libration modes of the FMC. The FLT for the control of highly
nonlinear, coupled systems seems promising. The method is rather straightforward to implement and the control algorithm is simple. For the control of rigid
FMC in the design orientation, using the FLT, the control torque required is
minimal. In general the flexibility of the boom and the associated appendages
do not influence the control effort significantly.It only means that a controller
with a higher bandwith is required .In general the control effort with the FLT is
independent of the settling time.
(vi) The Lagrange configuration, though nominally stable, becomes unstable for rather
small disturbances in roll. In FLT Control for the flexible case, the control effort
increases for a decrease in the settling time, i.e for an increased frequency.
(vii) In the case of the LQR for the FMC ( design as well as Lagrange orientations) the
controller designed around the linearised equations of motions is able to handle
both,the nonlinearities and the flexibility quite well, without significantly affecting
the flexible response.
(viii) The dynamical response of the rigid FMC is animated is animated, to gain
better insight into the physics of the problem, for both the Lagrange as well as
the design orientations. The controlled responses are also animated using the SGI
IRIS graphics workstation and the VERTIGO animation software. (This clearly
demonstrates effectiveness of the controller for both the orientations under study)
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

(a) Attention should be directed towards getting around the high frequency control
effort to make the controller more practical and realisable.
(b) The effect of slewing maneuvers of the solar panels on the FMC is likely to be of
importance and needs to be investigated.
(c) Effect of the system orientation on the control effort and performance of the
spacecraft should be studied more systematically in order to arrive at better
design for the operational configuration.
(d) Animation of the flexible response and effect of the controller on the overall response needs to be rendered to gain better physical insight into the system, performance.
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